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Discover 13 fun, Bible-based programs full of creative ideas for classes with kids ages 4 to 12.

You'll save time and money--just gather a few common, inexpensive items, photocopy the

handouts, and you're ready to teach creative Bible lessons your kids will love. Each lesson comes

complete with... Active-learning experiences--to catch kids' interest and teach them lessons they'll

remember, Interactive Bible stories--to help even the youngest kids grasp the real meaning of

Scripture, Life applications--to encourage children to use what theyâ€™ve learned, Take-home

handouts--so children can share what they've learned with their families, And more--including tips to

help you better understand kids!BONUS: You'll also discover how to help kids of multiple ages work

together as a team...learn what to expect from different age groups...and be able to give young

children the extra attention they crave while helping older children feel special as they help younger

children learn.ALL-IN-ONE SUNDAY SCHOOL: VOLUME 1 contains lessons that are seasonally

tied to Fall.Kids will learn these Bible points:1. God wants us to care for his world.2. I am special to

God.3. God keeps his promises.4. God will guide us.5. God wants us to be peacemakers.6.

Sometimes God surprises us.7. God wants us to be encouragers.8. God wants us to be helpful and

kind even when no one else is watching.9. God forgives us as we forgive others.10. Families are

important to God.11. God will help us through hard times.12. We celebrate Godâ€™s goodness.13.

Because God takes care of us, we can share with others.Use All-in-One Sunday School any time

you want to teach meaningful Bible lessons to kids of different ages--in the same class. You'll be

ready no matter who shows up!
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I teach a Sunday school with ages from 3 years to 16. All the children enjoy the lessons, even the

older ones. The activities are great for all ages, especially since the older children are paired with

the younger. The verses use are rather long and complex so difficult for children to memorize , but

emphasize the concepts very well.

If you have a one-room Sunday school, then this is a great option. While some of the older kids may

find the activities simple, this volume does a great job reaching a wide age range. We use it for

K-5th grade and I find that all the kids respond well to the lesson.

This is the best program. I use it for my Wed night class of 8-12 yr olds and it is wonderful...It refers

to scripture but doesn't do a lot of quoting so if you worry about it being a different version it is pretty

safe because you are basically just referred back to certain verses that you are then required to

read up on yourself instead of relying on a book to quote the scripture verbatum. It paraphrases a

background story for each lesson and gives you the verses to study for yourself. It has a game(

attention grabber) for each lesson as well as memory verse to look up that relates to the story. I find

it so helpful to incorporate fun activities with scripture to help us better remember our lessons and to

keep this age group from becoming bored. My kids love this book and the lessons apply to everyday

life as well! This book is well worth every penny spent!

I spent quite a long time looking at material to be used at our church Wednesday night Program. I

finally decided to order this book. It is not my favorite. I have a couple others that I like better. I wish

each section of these studies gave you a guesstimate on how long they would take. Also, I wish the

book were more visually stimulating and easy to read. It is lots of information squished together with

all black writing.

My co-teacher and I are very dissatisfied this this curriculum. We have used Group materials before

and found them to be very useful and have very complete lessons with craft & snack suggestions. I

have used another 1 room Sunday School curriculum and they had the primary lesson, but then

activities geared for the age groups. This is for ages 4-12, but most of the activities are best for the

8-12 age group. My group is preschool-1st grade so we are having to do most of the work for the



students. We are also unhappy with the lesson layout. Seems unclear what the main lesson section

is. I bought this because of our limited budget & needing 2 books so we each had a copy. Because

of the of our class I couldn't justify the Hands-On books due to their higher cost. Next time I will be

buying it (Hands-On curriculum) even though it is about $10 more for each teacher book when

buying through Group as opposed to buying this book through you. (List price there is only a $4.00

difference)

I am just finishing up teaching Volume 1. I have used it for our Wednesday night class, ages 4-12,

usually 2-3 students. I am pleased that a teacher can gear the lesson to a large range of ages.

However, I am not so pleased with the activities. Many of them are "write something or draw

something", which my youngest have a hard time doing, and my oldest get bored with. I would like

to see more hands-on activities offered consistently throughout. Most teachers don't need help

saying draw this or write that. They need real activity ideas. Also, our church uses only KJV. This

curriculum uses NLT or NIV. This has been an inconvenience. A seasoned teacher can work with

these issues and adjust accordingly, but it would be nice to not have to. That being said, I am

ordering another volume, because for the price, I'm willing to do the adjusting.

Has all the right and essential information as needed. Includes lesson outline and step by step

instructions to present the message in a timely manner. Expect to complete each lesson in 90

minutes, frim start of class to finish (with materials prepared beforehand).

We have just a few children and we never know how many we will have on any given week. This

resource makes it easy to create fun, memorable lessons for children in various grades without

spending a lot of money.
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